Abstract The problem presented in this paper refers to the concepts applied to the design of supercritical steam turbines. The issue under the investigation is the presence of a cooling system. Cooling systems aim to protect the main components of the turbines against overheating. However the cooling flows mix with the main flow and modify the expansion line in the steam path. This affects the expansion process in the turbine and changes the performance when compared to the uncooled turbine. The analysis described here investigates the range of the influence of the cooling system on the turbine cycle. This influence is measured mainly through the change of the power generation efficiency. The paper explains the approach towards the assessment of the cooling effects and presents results of the modeling for three supercritical steam cycles.
Introduction
In modern supercritical steam turbines the level of the live steam temperature [1, 2] reaches 600 • C. The reheat steam enters the intermediate turbine part at even higher temperature level of 620 • C. Some more advanced projects [3, 4] assume the live and reheat steam at respectively 700 and 720 • C. Such high values result in thermal loads that require advanced materials for rotors and casings, which are able to resist high temperature and stresses [5] .
The range of application of the advanced and expensive materials may be limited if a cooling system is applied. Cooling systems are common in gas turbines and now they become essential also in steam applications. The key idea behind any cooling system is the presence of an additional flow at lower temperature than the main flow in the sections of the turbine where the thermal loads reach the highest level. Cooling systems affect a turbine in two aspects, described below.
Decreased thermal load
Surfaces of components of a turbine are exposed to a flow at lower temperature than the main flow. This changes the conditions of the heat transfer in the components. In details the effects may vary: temperature of the components may be lower or a temperature field in the components may be more uniform, which results in lower thermal stresses. The exact effect depends on the geometry of the cooling passages and the component.
Decreased cycle efficiency
Although a specific design of a cooling passages may take various forms, a cooling flow always mixes with the main flow. The mixing process affects an expansion line in a turbine and decreases the performance of a steam cycle from a thermodynamical point of view. It is a side effect of a cooling process: the temperature of the cooled components is lower at the price of a worse performance.
The research described in this paper aims to investigate the effects of the external cooling on the whole steam turbine cycle. The primary value under the investigation is the power generation efficiency. It is calculated here for various cooling conditions and compared to an uncooled cycle. Cooling conditions are expressed by the amount of the cooling steam and its temperature.
Thermal states of turbine components are also analyzed here in order to assess the influence of a cooling system in both aspects mentioned above. The analysis involves the investigation of a temperature field in a rotor.
Cooling systems
An example of a cooling system is shown in Fig. 1 . This is the system in a reaction turbine, located near the inlet of the live steam, which is the area of the highest temperature level. Cooling steam flows near the surface of the rotor in the steam inlet area and is separated from the main flow. In other words the rotor surface is exposed only to the cooling flow and therefore is protected against the hot live steam.
Then the cooling steam flows through the passages at the roots of the blades. The mixing process occurs mainly in the first stage of the turbine but a part of the cooling flow reaches also the second stage. When the cooling flow leaves the passages, it creates a layer, which still separates the main flow from the rotor surface. The size of the layer depends on the amount of the coolant. The cooling steam for a high pressure turbine part is usually taken from a location between the stages of a superheater. The steam that feeds the cooling system in the intermediate turbine part may be delivered from various locations. One of the possible solutions is presented in Fig. 2 . The cooling steam is extracted from the outlet of the high pressure (HP) turbine. This means that the cooling steam parameters depend on the expansion process in the high pressure turbine part. Another design is shown in Fig. 3 . The cooling steam is taken from the extraction of the high pressure part. In this case the temperature of the cooling steam is higher than in the case presented in Fig. 2 . When analyzing together both solutions presented above (in Fig. 2 and 3 ) it is worth to notice that the range of the parameters of the steam taken into the cooling passages is quite wide. This information is important when forming the assumptions for the analysis.
Analyzed cycle
The arrangement of the cycle for the analysis is shown in Fig. 4 . This is a typical cycle for supercritical steam turbines with high, intermediate and low pressure (LP) sections. The LP part usually has a double flow design but in the figure it is shown as a single flow section for simplicity. The In order to determine the cycle efficiency the calculations required a model that could simulate the operation of the whole power generation unit. Apart from the turbines, the model included the condenser, low and high pressure heat regeneration exchangers, deaerator and feedwater pumps driven by an auxiliary steam turbine.
The numerical results were obtained for the following assumptions:
• The pressure in the condenser is kept at the same level for all of the cases under the analysis.
• The amount of the cooling steam in the high pressure part varies between 0 and 8% of the flow through the steam boiler (m 0 in Fig. 4 ). • The amount of the cooling steam in the intermediate pressure (IP) part varies between 0 and 8% of the flow, which enters the intermediate part (m IP,in in Fig. 4 ).
• Since the cooling steam for the intermediate section may be delivered from various locations, the analysis included a wide range of temperature values of the IP coolant. Also this temperature was assumed independent of the expansion process in the HP turbine. • Each set of the results obtained from the calculations represents design conditions. This means that each simulation corresponds to a different turbine with a specific amount of a cooling steam. It is reflected in the calculations by keeping the values of isentropic efficiencies, heat exchanger efficiencies and other performance indices of the auxiliary equipment constant between the simulations. Such an approach is justified under the assumption that the components of the cycle are carefully selected for each turbine and operate with the best possible performance, which is a common design approach.
• The modeling of the cooling system involves a simplified approach explained in details in the next section of this paper. • There are three distinct values of the cooling flow temperature set in the calculations. These values correspond to the size of the turbinehigher live steam temperature is matched with higher cooling temperature.
All the values applied in the calculations are written in Tab. 2.
The value of 500 • C is used with all three of the analyzed cycles. The results obtained from simulations for this value allow to compare the influence of the cooling system on various scale turbines.
Modeling of the cooling system
The flow of the cooling steam is subject to a complex heat transfer process. However in the assessment of the cycle performance the most important aspect is the influence of the coolant on the main flow. This problem has been discussed for example in [6] and [7] . The results of the analysis given in those references proved that the major impact on the expansion line results form the mixing between the cooling and the main flow. The heat transfer process, although crucial for the protection of the components of the turbine, has significantly smaller effect on the temperature of the flow in the steam path. This is due to the high amount of steam in the main flow -even the most intensive heat transfer between the main flow, the cooled components and the coolant does not influence much the main flow temperature. It may be neglected when evaluating the performance of the whole cycle. Therefore the simulations used in the analysis described in this paper involved a simplified approach towards modeling of the cooling. This approach is explained in Fig. 5 . The cooling flow is injected into the main flow after the first stage of the turbine. The enthalpy drop in the first stage depends on the type of the turbine (reaction or impulse) and it is set as an input value for the calculations. The mixing process lowers the temperature of the main flow and changes its expansion line. This is shown in Fig. 5 in the enthalpy-entropy coordinate system: cooling and mixing process correspond to the line between points 3 and 4.
Modeling of the thermal states
The effects of the cooling on the thermal state of turbine components is analyzed here for the high pressure rotor. It is exposed to steam at various temperature, including the cooling steam. These flows create boundary conditions for the analysis of the temperature distribution. The symbols of the steam parameters refer to Fig. 6 , where the mixing process is described. Live steam enters the turbine at pressure p 2 and temperature T 2 . However the rotor is exposed to the cooling flow in the steam inlet area at initial parameters p c and T c . The cooling steam temperature increases as it gains the heat from the rotor. Detailed description of this problem is given in [8] and [9] . At the segment that follows the inlet area the mixing process occurs between the main and the cooling flow. In the result main flow reaches pressure p 4 and temperature T 4 (see also Fig. 5 ). Then it expands to the parameters at the extraction and further to the parameters at the turbine outlet.
High pressure turbine cooling
The change of the cooling conditions in the high pressure turbine part was first analyzed for a supercritical steam turbine with live and reheat steam parameters of 28.5 MPa / 600 • C / 620 • C (see also Tab. 1 case A).
The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 7 . There are two values under the investigation: the power output (Fig. 7a) and power generation efficiency (Fig. 7b) . As expected the most intensive cooling at 450 • C and the m c,HP /m 0 ratio at 8% causes the highest power and efficiency decrease. For the supercritical turbine under the investigation the maximal power drop was 5 MW, which is about 1% of the power output of the cycle without the cooling system. Smaller amounts of the cooling steam as well as higher cooling temperature result in lower decrease of power and efficiency. However the cooling process is less intensive and may not be sufficient to maintain appropriate conditions of operation for the material of the turbine components. The main reason for the efficiency decrease is the temperature drop due to the mixing process. For the most intensive cooling the difference between the temperature of the main flow before and after the mixing slightly exceeds 11 K. The expansion lines modified due to the mixing are plotted in Fig. 8 in the enthalpy-entropy coordinate system. The lines in Fig. 8 correspond to cycles with 4 and 8% of the cooling flow. The line for an uncooled expansion is also shown for the comparison. The presence of the cooling shifts the expansion lines towards lower values of entropy (to the left side of the enthalpy-entropy diagram). Thermal effects of the cooling process are visible in Fig. 9 . Plots presented in this figure show the temperature distribution at the surface of the HP rotor for two different amounts of the cooling steam and for an uncooled rotor. In the latter case maximal temperature value at the rotor surface is 583 • C. A cooling system with 1% of the cooling ratio decreases this value to 540 • C, although a local maximum is clearly visible. A better, more uniform temperature distribution at the surface is achieved for 8% cooling ratio, while maximal temperature drops down to 500 • C.
The shapes of the lines representing the temperature distribution at the surface of the rotor result from the temperature of the steam near the rotor. Figure 10 presents temperature of the steam in the main flow and at the surface of the HP rotor. These graphs were obtained for two amounts of the cooling steam (cooling ratio at 1% in Fig. 10a and 8% in Fig. 10b ). It may be seen in the figure that the point where the temperature of the steam at the surface becomes equal to the temperature of the main flow is located in various distance from the live steam inlet. This means that bigger amounts of the cooling flow result in bigger area of the rotor surface that is exposed to the cooling steam at lower temperature.
Further calculations involved cases B and C from Tab. 1. The dependency between the power generation efficiencies and cooling conditions are similar to the trend observed for case A. All the results are compared in Fig. 11 . The graphs in the figure show the efficiency in the relation to the amount of the HP cooling flow for three different cycles but with the same temperature of the coolant (500 • C). This results show clearly that despite of the negative influence of the cooling flow on the cycle performance, the efficiency is always better for the cycle with higher live steam temperature. For example point A1 in Fig. 11 (case A1 with live steam at 600 • C -see Tab. 1, and cooling flow at 500 • C -see Tab. 2) corresponds to a cycle with 8% of the m c,HP /m 0 ratio that provides higher efficiency than case It may be noticed that in this case the maximal power drop for the most intensive cooling is lower than the drop for the high pressure cooling. The same is true for the power generation efficiency. This means that the change of the cooling conditions in the IP turbine part has lower influence on the performance of the whole cycle.
The combined effects of both HP and IP cooling systems are shown in Fig. 13 . Calculations in this case were run for the same percentage of the cooling flow in both turbine parts with cooling systems. The total effect is cumulated and the power output as well as the efficiency both decrease much faster with more intensive cooling. 
Conclusions
Cooling systems become an essential part of designs of supercritical steam turbines because they allow to decrease thermal loads in the main components. This primary effect is achieved even with small amounts of a cooling flow (see Fig. 9 and the discussion of the results presented there). However better effects require more intensive cooling and that affects the performance of the steam cycle. This second aspect was analyzed in the research presented in this paper. The results prove that more intensive cooling worsens the power generation efficiency but the efficiency drop is much less than the gain from the increased live and reheat steam parameters. The problem of the efficiency drop may then be reversed: for a given maximal allowable temperature of the material the presence of the cooling allows to apply higher live and reheat steam temperatures and obtain better overall efficiency of the electric power generation. 
